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TECHNOLOGY

Private
label
www.panw.com.pl
www.sklep.panw.pl
ul. Poniatowskiego 50
32-090 Słomniki, Poland
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Professionalism

Experience

WE ARE A POLISH MANUFACTURER
OF DISPOSABLE HYGIENE PRODUCTS.

We do not stand still; we do not slow
down. We are continuously growing; we
aim for more. We participate in many
international trade fairs and industry
events. We are gaining experience to
provide even better service. We want to
support our clients and become a worthy
partner in their businesses.

+48 662 524 080; +48 728 838 758
+48 575 462 445; +48 575 462 448
export@panw.com.pl
panwpl

we love
patterns
and colours
individual
sizes

we label
products
medical
devices
durability
attention
to detail

I’m green
I absorb water I don' t absorb water
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stay closer to nature with us
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Compostable products
All the small things related to water saving, waste segregation
or maintaining greenery are of great importance. The times
when no attention was paid to the relationship between humans
and the environment are long behind us. What contributes to
environmental education is knowing that we are not alone on
our planet, and our children will have to deal with what we
leave behind.

With the environment in mind, we have created
– a line of eco-friendly products. Discover our towels, wraps and
compresses made of natural cotton. It is a compostable raw material.
Worry not, within 90 days the material decomposes into biomass.
Isn't it great that you can enjoy using a product and care for the
environment at the same time? Using these items brings only benefits.
They are not only eco-friendly but also absorbent and very gentle
to the skin and hair. When moistened, the towels become flexible.
The fabric does not pick up static or dust. Wraps and compresses
are perfect for makeup removal and other beauty treatments.
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Cotton towel roll
36 cm × 100 m

Cotton towel – folded
50 cm × 76 cm - 50 pcs
50 cm × 70 cm - 100pcs

Cotton wraps
20 cm × 30 cm
44 cm × 50 cm
88 cm × 50 cm
100/40/20 pcs
Cotton compresses - 150 g
16.5 cm × 18 cm
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Hair removal
removal of body hair
for therapeutic or cosmetic purposes

PWN Dictionary of the Polish Language

This procedure was first performed by Egyptian women
– associated with being goddesses.
In those days, hairlessness was synonymous with beauty
and a sign of higher social status. However, hair
removal methods: pumice stones, stones or shells had
nothing to do with modern methods.
The first razors or razor blades were developed for men
to shave their beards. The revolution began with a 20th
Century ad campaign in Harper's Bazaar. It was this
campaign that showed a woman’s shaved armpits.
And then it went from there...

There are many methods of hair removal
and using waxing strips is one
of the most popular ones.
Removing hair using this method is simple,
inexpensive, and can be done at home
or in the salon.
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Instructions for use:
Apply a thin layer of heated wax
to a section of hair-covered skin
in the direction of the hair growth.
Apply the waxing strip and using a firm
motion tear it off in the opposite direction.

The basis of safe waxing is the selection of appropriate and professional
tools. That's why strips play such an important role, thanks to them
waxing becomes simple, fast and ultra-hygienic. In our offer we have
products made of many different raw materials so that every customer
can match the product to their skills, technique and the area of skin
to be waxed.

perforation every 21 cm

strip 7

cm × 2

1 cm

Spatulas, swabs,
all the necessary
accessories
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Hair removal strips are available
in 50 and 100 metre rolls
and packed in 100 or 50 pcs

MINI strips

two types:
Lux i Economic

Designed mainly for waxing the eyebrows
and upper lip. The practical size allows
for quick and effective hair removal.
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SOFT strips
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2-layer cellulose

Safety and protection

Surely everyone can find
the right size for them.
The range is very wide
Available sizes:
50 cm × 50 m
50 cm × 80 m
60 cm × 50 m
60 cm × 80 m
70 cm × 80 m
All pads are considered
to be medical devices.
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The sheets from the Protectline
range are top quality materials,
with the selection of suitable
raw materials, pattern and
colour. The pads are safe,
have the relevant approvals
and are suitable for skin contact.
Designed for medical spas
and beauty or massage parlours.

N

Non-woven sheets are the best
selling products in our range.
They are one of the basic pieces
of equipment in aesthetic medicine
clinics, spas and doctor's offices.
Indispensable for full body massages
and facial cosmetic treatments. The pads
are made of good quality non-woven fabric
with a high base weight, guaranteeing satisfaction
from use.
They are characterized by very high durability
and at the same time are very soft and gentle to the skin.
They do not irritate the skin. The fibres composing them
and the technological process make the sheets crease-free
and dust-free.
Unlike paper, they do not get soaked through, tear or stick
to the patient's or client's body. Additionally, each roll has
a perforation that allows for proper measuring
of the product.
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three embossing styles
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Available sizes
50 cm × 50 m
60 cm × 50 m
70 cm × 50 m
80 cm × 50 m
90 cm × 50 m
100 cm × 50 m
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Non-woven
interlining pads

Coloured sheets

o
n
Say boredom
to
Pink, green, heather,
salmon, black, grey and white.
Those are our sheets!

Made of polypropylene.
Durable and robust.
Colourful, pretty
and interesting.
Perfect and irreplaceable in
doctor's and physiotherapy
offices, massage parlours
and spas. The high quality
of these pads and their
availability in many sizes have
made them very popular
among our customers.
They are used as protective
pads on couches or massage
tables. They do not absorb
water which makes them
a great protection against
soaking.
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Coral chic

Powdered S tyle

Sophisticated heather

Apricot fashion
Spring trend
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Folded pads

The width of the rolls:
50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 cm
Roll sizes:
50, 100, 300 metres
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ECO non-fusible interlining pads

80/100 cm × 200 cm
120 cm × 180 cm
160 cm × 200 cm

50
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Towels
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HAIRDRESSING
Non-woven towels are great
for drying hair.
The fabric is pleasant to the touch,
stretchy and has excellent water
absorption properties.

BEAUTY
An excellent Airlaid towel made
of thick, reinforced cellulose. Even
when wet, it does not get damaged
or torn quickly. It is irreplaceable
during manicures and pedicures
due to its dust-free properties.
Available in two embossing styles
- flower and wave.

Our towels will meet the
expectations of even the most
demanding customers.
Repeatability, the selection
of suitable raw materials and size,
thanks to which you can be certain
of comfort of work and
maintaining the basic principles
of hygiene and safety.
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NON-WOVEN TOWELS

MAXI 50 cm × 70 cm
MIDI 40 cm × 70 cm
MINI 40 cm × 50 cm
packaging: 50 / 100 pcs

smooth or wave pattern
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AIRLAID TOWELS

MAXI 50 cm × 70 cm
MIDI 40 cm × 70 cm
MINI 40 cm × 50 cm
packaging: 50 / 100 pcs
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flower or wave pattern

Care
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TREATMENT WRAPS
No more boredom in your daily face and body care. Our innovative cosmetic
wraps are great for anyone who wants professional products for face
and body treatments. The use of appropriate fibres results in softness
and absorbency. Plus, unique structures: small and large holes and smooth
structure. Variety of sizes and packaging types. Combine with a cleanser,
your favourite makeup remover, moisturiser or soothing toner
and you are guaranteed smooth, soft and hydrated skin.
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various sizes
10 cm × 12.5 cm
15 cm × 25 cm
15 cm × 20 cm
20 cm × 30 cm
30 cm × 40 cm
25 cm × 40 cm

two structures
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GET TO KNOW OUR

flannel
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20 cm × 25 cm

Soft&Scrub flannel
The use of a double-sided flannel
formula is innovative and very practical.
With one product, you can perform a
scrub – thanks to the rough side that
exfoliates, removes dead skin cells and
stimulates the skin to produce new ones.
The other side of the flannel is made of
soft non-woven fabric, which will wash
off the remnants of exfoliated skin and
make it easier to apply the next
appropriate cosmetic.
Skin tone, blood supply and elasticity
are improved in a short time
with one product.

two colours
pink
blue
packaging 50 / 100 pcs
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DESIGN QUALITY COMFORT
We have created a line of
disposable coloured
underwear. Our pioneering
collection consists of
bathrobes, pareos and bras.

The whole collection is made
of the best quality fabrics.
The products have good coverage
giving a feeling
of comfort. We take care of every
detail, colour, hem or cut.
The non-woven interlinings
are non-irritating and pleasant
to the touch. Beautiful
colours – pink, heather or green –
fill you with energy and optimism.
When wearing our underwear,
the customer will feel special
and will certainly appreciate
the design.

We sew colourful underwear in Poland
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hemmed with elastic
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A L L T H E N E C E S S A RY A C C E S S O R I E S

WELL-GROOMED NAILS
WILL NEVER GO OUT OF FASHION

MANICURE
&
PEDICURE

COTTON PADS
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Mani and pedi treatments have an amazing history.
In fact, if it weren't for dentists and jewellers, we wouldn't
know about milling machines and acrylics. Surely there
is no doubt that women have always dreamed of having
long, beautiful and painted nails. Red nail polish used
to be reserved for royalty only and remains an elegant
and chic accent to this day. A big plus is the popularisation
of manicure and pedicure treatments among men.
Properly performed treatments are made possible
by special tools and accessories. In our offer you will
find them all.

SWABS
SEPARATORS
BAGS
COTTON PADS
CAPS

FLIP FLOPS
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